COMMITTEE NAME: Lesson Systems Committee

FUNCTION: To act as a warehouse for the gathering and distribution of information concerning the various methods of teaching the CALLERLAB dance programs. This would include the different Multi-Cycle methods, Fast Track, Blast, dramatically altered teaching order and any other method that is in use. The Committee will develop and distribute publicity material to inform all interested parties of all teaching methods.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS: This is a new committee and as such has not yet had any accomplishments

FUTURE ACTIVITIES: This committee will be stepping into the place that was once held by the Multi-Cycle Committee. The Multi-Cycle Committee was very instrumental in the marketing of the Multi-Cycle method. There were many articles to caller and dancer associations as well as local, regional, national and international magazines that came from the committee. Multi-Cycle Committee members made many “in person” visits to caller and dancer associations and conducted many clinics and educational panels describing the Multi-Cycle method. The Teaching Methods committee will continue the excellent example set forth by the Multi-Cycle Committee.

To develop publicity projects especially focusing on success stories. To develop a listing of callers and groups who are currently using a successful method of teaching and to develop a base of knowledgeable leaders who can assist callers and groups who are searching for a different Teaching Method.

MEMBERSHIP PREREQUISITES: Active Member, Associate Member, Youth Active Member, Youth Associate Member, Life Member or Partners of any of the above listed categories. Committee Members should have a strong interest in and/or are using a workable and successful teaching method

COMMITTEE BRIEF CREATED: OCTOBER 2008

COMMITTEE CREATED BY: EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
(February 2007)